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Abstract The relative importance of regional processes

inside the Arctic climate system and the large scale

atmospheric circulation for Arctic interannual climate

variability has been estimated with the help of a regional

Arctic coupled ocean-ice-atmosphere model. The study

focuses on sea ice and surface climate during the 1980s and

1990s. Simulations agree reasonably well with observa-

tions. Correlations between the winter North Atlantic

Oscillation index and the summer Arctic sea ice thickness

and summer sea ice extent are found. Spread of sea ice

extent within an ensemble of model runs can be associated

with a surface pressure gradient between the Nordic Seas

and the Kara Sea. Trends in the sea ice thickness field are

widely significant and can formally be attributed to large

scale forcing outside the Arctic model domain. Concerning

predictability, results indicate that the variability generated

by the external forcing is more important in most regions

than the internally generated variability. However, both are

in the same order of magnitude. Local areas such as the

Northern Greenland coast together with Fram Straits and

parts of the Greenland Sea show a strong importance of

internally generated variability, which is associated with

wind direction variability due to interaction with atmo-

spheric dynamics on the Greenland ice sheet. High pre-

dictability of sea ice extent is supported by north-easterly

winds from the Arctic Ocean to Scandinavia.

Keywords Arctic � Predictability � Coupled model �
Regional model

1 Introduction

Prediction of the Arctic climate system is a pressing need on

the agenda of model development and system understand-

ing. Currently, global climate models (GCMs) are used to

carry out climate scenario runs that are basically long term

projections of possible future climates under different

emission scenarios. For the Arctic, climate projections are

superimposed by oscillations of annual to decadal time

scale (e.g. Zhang and Walsh 2006). These simulated

oscillations often represent natural processes, but cannot be

timed correctly in current GCM simulations, due to insuf-

ficient initialization of the states of cryosphere and ocean

circulation (Sorteberg et al. 2005), and due to intrinsic

random variability. Thus, there is a strongly reduced fore-

cast skill on annual and decadal scales in long GCM inte-

grations. This problem has been highlighted recently by the

observed extremely low Arctic sea ice extent during late

summer 2007 (documented e.g. by the US National Snow

and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) at http://nsidc.org/news/

press/2007_seaiceminimum), which was not expected. The

IPCC (2007) is not projecting such a low ice cover before

2030. Individual IPCC ensemble member models generate
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rapid change events of similar amplitude not earlier than

2013 (Holland et al. 2006). Full decadal, annual or seasonal

Arctic forecast systems (other than empirical or statistical

efforts focussing on sea ice extent, collected under the Sea Ice

Outlook effort: http://www.arcus.org/search/seaiceoutlook/)

are not available.

The IPCC effort led to a best estimate of future climate

development. The societal and political response includes the

development of strategies for adaptation to changing climate.

Adaptation research and related climate change impact

studies define the need for decadal forecasts. For the Arctic

area, this requires knowledge on decadal predictability, i.e. on

the theoretical and practical possibility to develop skilled

decadal forecast systems. Despite the highly non-linear nat-

ure of the climate system, seasonal to multi-annual forecasts

of mean states are theoretically possible due to forcing by

system components with longer timescales, such as the oce-

anic heat storage. Examples for mechanisms supporting

multi-annual predictions are a feedback of the Labrador Sea

water production in response of Arctic sea ice export

(Koenigk et al. 2006) and sustainability in near surface water

heat content (Sutton and Allen 1997; Keenlyside et al. 2008).

Predictability of the climate system or its components can

be assessed by analysis of ensemble simulations, i.e. a

number of numerical simulations of a system under identical

or at least similar forcing conditions. The science of decadal

prediction is in its very beginning and several studies con-

cerning prediction capability of existing simulation systems

have been carried out: Sorteberg et al. (2005) use a five-

member ensemble of a global coupled ocean-atmosphere-ice

model initialized with different states of the ocean over-

turning circulation. Wang et al. (2007) evaluate 63 realiza-

tions of 20 coupled GCMs to comparatively analyse the

character and timing of different Arctic warming periods.

These valuable types of studies cover global scale processes

and its local effects. A limitation is given by their capability

to attribute regional phenomenon to either global or regional

processes. To understand the nature and relative importance

of these different processes on different scales it is crucial to

further develop the science of decadal prediction in the

Arctic. Increased understanding gives important guidance for

future development efforts. A strait forward way to overcome

current limitations of GCMs is to utilize regional climate

models (RCMs) with prescribed lateral boundary conditions

in addition to GCMs.

Rinke and Dethloff (2000) did a first step by running

ensembles based on a regional Arctic atmosphere-stand-

alone model. Uncertainties in results were shown to arise

from initial conditions, lower boundary conditions and

from internal processes. The latter were of the same order

as uncertainty due to inaccurate physical parameteriza-

tions. A next step towards regional assessment of processes

and variability relevant for interannual and decadal

prediction was taken by Mikolajewicz et al. (2005), who

utilized a global ocean-ice model regionally coupled to an

Arctic atmosphere model to generate an ensemble of four

simulations. It was shown that both large scale and internal

Arctic processes contributes to sea ice export events.

Bifurcations within the model ensemble are found with

respect to Labrador Sea salinity.

In this work we focus on the Arctic region and use a pure

regional coupled system consisting of a regional ocean-ice

model coupled to a regional atmosphere model. Thus we can

better distinguish variability arising from Arctic-internal

processes and externally forced variability. We address the

conditions for predictability of the Arctic climate system by

analyzing interannual variability in the Arctic, under the

condition that the large scale circulation in ocean and atmo-

sphere outside the Arctic area is given. A major question in

this setup is to what extent the Arctic interannual variability is

determined by the Arctic itself. The total Arctic natural var-

iability is a combination of variability originating from out-

side the Arctic by a varying large scale circulation, and

variability generated inside the Arctic triggered by a nonlin-

ear chaotic interplay of internal ocean, sea ice and atmosphere

processes. We utilize a regional coupled model of a Pan-

Arctic domain for carrying out repeated runs from slightly

disturbed initial conditions. Several such runs constitute an

ensemble of model simulations, which allows for analysis of

internally generated versus externally forced variability.

Strong sensitivity to small disturbances in initial con-

ditions, which is characterizing non-linear variability, can

lead to model simulations of quite different possible cir-

culation and ice conditions under identical large scale

forcing. These differences can be expressed in terms of

potential predictability (Zwiers 1987; Pohlmann et al.

2004), which is defined here as the extent to which vari-

ability of Arctic variables can potentially be controlled by

external forcing. High sensitivity of internal processes to

small disturbances is always limiting prediction possibili-

ties. By keeping the external forcing, i.e. the large scale

forcing identical for all ensemble members, we can

approach the limits of Arctic potential predictability.

In the following section we give a description of the

model tool referring to more detailed descriptions else-

where. Thereafter we describe a model ensemble of four

members, give a brief model validation of ensemble mean

quantities and report about results related to model spread

and predictability of ice and near-surface variables. In the

final section, results are summarized and discussed.

2 The RCAO model

Our modelling tool for regional Arctic simulations is the

Rossby Centre Atmosphere Ocean model RCAO, which
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consists of the component models RCA (atmosphere) and

RCO (ocean). The first version of RCAO has been devel-

oped for regional coupled climate scenario runs for

Northern Europe (Döscher et al. 2002). A further devel-

oped version is described here in an Arctic set-up covering

a wider Arctic domain from about 50�N in the Atlantic

sector to the Aleutian Islands in the North Pacific as

described in Fig. 1. Both RCO and RCA run in a horizontal

resolution of 0.5� on a rotated latitude-longitude grid with

the grid equator crossing the geographical North Pole. The

domain has been chosen to get suitable boundary data for

the ocean, to avoid orographical obstacles within the

atmosphere models boundary zone and to cover wind

forcing variability in the Bering Sea.

The ocean component RCO is a full-featured 3D primitive

equation ice-ocean model in geopotential vertical coordinates

and with a free surface (Webb et al. 1997). It has been thor-

oughly described and validated for a Baltic Sea domain (Meier

et al. 2003). RCO incorporates a dynamic-thermodynamic sea

ice model based on an elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheology

(Hunke and Dukowicz 1997) and a Semtner-type thermody-

namics (Semtner 1976). The present version includes a rotated

latitude-longitude grid and a two-equation turbulence closure

j-e scheme (Rodi 1980) for vertical mixing. In the present

study we use an Arctic domain with 59 unevenly spaced

vertical levels. The topography is interpolated from the

ETOPO5 (1988) dataset. A closed lateral boundary exists at

the Aleutian island chain and an open lateral boundary con-

dition according to Stevens (1990) is implemented in the

North Atlantic Ocean. In the case of inflowing water, clima-

tological monthy mean data of the PHC dataset (Steele et al.

2001) are used. Further forcing is provided by the volume flux

of 19 major rivers discharging into the Arctic ocean (Prange

2003). The PHC climatology for salinity is also used for

restoring sea surface salinity on a timescale of 240 days. This

type of restoring is necessary to prevent artificial salinity drift

due to insufficient description of freshwater runoff and pre-

cipitation. The ice and snow albedo formulation is based on a

modified version of Køltzow (2007) with albedo values

dependent on the ice surface temperature. A parameterization

for melt ponds is included:

aseaice ¼ 0:84 if ðTS� � 2�CÞ
aseaice ¼ 0:84� 0:1ð2þ TSÞ if ð�2�C� TS\0�C)

aseaice ¼ 0:51 if ðTS� 0�CÞ
Dmeltpond ¼ 0:11ð2þ TSÞ if ðTS� � 2�CÞ
ameltpond ¼ 0:36� 0:1ð2þ TSÞ if ðTS� � 2�CÞ
asurface ¼ ð1� DmeltpondÞ � aseaice þ Dmeltpond � ameltpond

ð1Þ

a represents different surface albedos, TS the ice surface

temperature and Dmeltpond the meltpond fraction. The

Fig. 1 Model domain and

bottom topography (in m)
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original formulation has been developed for central Arctic

conditions of the Sheba ice drift station in 1997–1998.

The atmosphere component RCA has been described by

Jones et al. (2004a, b) and Kjellström et al. (2005). RCA

builds on the high resolution limited area model (HIR-

LAM) (Undén et al. 2002) that is operationally used for

weather forecasts. The current model setup has 24 vertical

layers in terrain-following hybrid coordinates with a model

top at approximately 15 hPa. The lateral boundary forcing

is taken from the ERA-40 reanalysis (Uppala et al. 2005)

and updated with a 6-hourly frequency. Recent improve-

ments of RCA, included in the present setup, are better

parameterizations for turbulence, microphysics, and radia-

tion (for details see Kjellström et al. 2005). The land

surface model has been replaced with a completely new

scheme (Samuelsson et al. 2006) that responds faster to

changes in the atmosphere, thus addressing some of the

shortcomings of the previous RCA version. It also includes

a more sophisticated treatment of the snow cover over land

that accounts for the packing and darkening of snow with

age.

In the coupled set-up, sea surface temperature (SST), sea

ice concentration, ice temperature and snow/ice albedo are

obtained from RCO through a coupler. In the RCA areas

not covered by the RCO domain (e.g. ocean range south of

the Aleutian islands), the first three variables are read from

the ERA-40 reanalysis and updated every 6 h. In these

areas snow on sea-ice is treated prognostically similar to

the treatment of snow over land. In this case, the heat flux

through the sea-ice assumes an ice thickness of 2 m

everywhere and water temperature of -1.8�C at the bottom

of sea-ice.

Both models RCO and RCA run in parallel and

exchange information via a separate coupler software

OASIS4 (Valcke and Redler 2006) with a coupling fre-

quency of three hours. The ocean provides surface state

variables and the atmosphere returns fluxes of heat

(including radiation), freshwater and momentum. State

variables are taken from the last ocean time step before

coupling and serve as lower boundary data during the

following atmospheric time steps until the next coupling

event. The atmosphere-to-ocean fluxes are averaged over

one coupling time step and then passed to the ocean, where

the fluxes are used throughout the following coupling time

step. The coupling time step of three hours is sufficiently

short to resolve the daily cycle and to resolve the ther-

modynamic interaction processes between atmosphere and

sea ice.

Initialization of atmospheric and oceanic fields is done

in different ways. RCA is run a few time steps for dynamic

adjustment of an initial field interpolated from the ERA-40

forcing data onto the RCA grid. For the present model

experiments starting in April 1959, initial fields for RCO

are taken from the PHC climatology (Steele et al. 2001).

The coupled model RCAO is then run through the ERA-40

period up to the year 2001 (Spin-up run 1 in Table 1).

Typically, the development of Arctic sea ice extent shows a

spin-up phase of about 20 years. After the late 1970s the

simulated sea ice extent is close to the interannual average

of observations (Fig. 2). After the first 42 years of inte-

gration the coupled ocean and ice can be expected in quasi-

equilibrium, i.e. dynamically adjusted to the model and in

agreement with the advective regime. The resulting ocean

and sea ice fields are then transferred back to 1959. This

2nd set of start conditions give generally improved ice

extent during the first about 20 years in a second spin-up

run (spin-up run 2 in Table 1). Still the resulting ocean

initial fields are not adjusted to the real conditions of the

year 1959, which leads to an inability to cover multiyear

variability before the end of the 1970s. Therefore, only

model data from after 1979 are used for model validation

and analysis.

3 An ensemble of coupled hindcast runs

After two spin-up runs as described in Sect. 2 and listed in

Table 1, we have carried out four production runs with our

regional coupled model RCAO, covering the years 1960–

2000 and all starting from the spin-up run 2 as indicated in

Table 1. All coupled runs (predictability runs P1–P4) were

forced at the lateral boundaries with data from the ERA-40

Table 1 Runs of the regional coupled Arctic model RCAO

Run no. Name Description

1 Spinup 1 Start 1959 from temperature, salinity climatology, 2.3 m constant ice thickness

2 Spinup 2 Start in 1959, from spin-up run 1, state of year 2000

3 P1 Start in 1959, from spin-up run 2, state of year 2000

4 P2 Start in 1959, from spin-up run 2, state of year 2000, initial disturbance 10%

5 P3 Start in 1959, from spin-up run 2, state of year 2000, initial disturbance 15%

6 P4 Start in 1959, from spin-up run 2, year state of 2000, initial disturbance 20%

All runs start on April 1st. Initial disturbances refer to sea ice concentration at the North Pole
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reanalysis. The model runs P1–P4 differ only in their ini-

tialization. Run P1 is directly started in April 1959 using

ocean and sea ice state from April of year 2000. The runs

P2–P4 differ by slight modifications of the initial sea ice

concentration by 10% (P2), 15% (P3) and 20% (P4) in a

single model grid box at the North Pole. No other modi-

fications are made. These four simulations constitute an

ensemble. Differences between the four ensemble members

develop due to non-linear interaction within the coupled

ocean-ice-atmosphere system. We argue that the location

of the initial disturbance is not important for the results as

long as it is small. We confirm that after a few days of

coupled interaction, the initial disturbance is spread out all

over the Arctic sea ice area (no figure shown here).

Before analyzing the differences and similarities of

these runs (next section), which is the major subject of this

paper, we test the hindcast performance of the ensemble as

a whole for selected key parameters, such as sea ice con-

centration, sea ice extent and its relation to the large scale

atmospheric circulation.

Summer sea ice extent anomalies (annual minimum

extent during September) between 1980 and 2000 are

shown in Fig. 3c. The simulations are compared with the

anomalies of satellite observations (Cavalieri et al. 2003)

and the ERA-40 reanalysis product (Sea ice extent in ERA-

40 originates from the gridded observational Hadley Centre

Ice and SST data set HadISST1 (Rayner et al. 2003)). The

ERA-40 and model simulations show similar oscillations

and trends. All ensemble members show a decreasing trend

of sea ice extent after 1979. Three out of four simulated

trends are very close to the observed trend of Cavalieri

et al. (2003). That group gives a combined trend of

-439,000 km2/10 years. When the fourth member is

included, this results in -359,000 km2/10 years. The trend

based on Cavalieri et al. (2003) is -400,000 km2/10 years.

The differences within the group of three runs are smaller

than the observational uncertainty as indicated by the

difference between the two observations. The majority of

ensemble members are well capable of resembling the

decreasing trend even quantitatively.

A coupled climate model is not expected to resemble

year-to-year variability of any climate variable in the cor-

rect phase for individual years, neither globally nor

regionally. Such a capability depends on the size of the

model domain and the importance and predictability of

internal processes. Smaller model domains covering parts

of the Arctic (such as used for the Arctic Regional Model

Intercomparison Project ARCMIP (Rinke et al. 2000)) are

suited for in-phase realistic interannual variability if forced

realistically at the lateral boundaries. Larger pan-Arctic

domains such as the one of RCAO allow for internal non-

linear hardly predictable processes to grow. Compared to

standalone component models (ocean-ice only or atmo-

sphere-only) a coupled system is less constrained by sur-

face forcing, and thus free to develop its own inherent

regional dynamics. Still, our model runs show a rough

qualitative agreement with the up and down swings of the

observed summer sea ice extent (Fig. 3c). Correlation

coefficients between observed and simulated summer sea

ice extent anomalies vary between 0.34 and 0.70.

Fig. 2 Spin-up: timeseries of

Arctic (a) sea ice extent and

(b) summer sea ice extent.

Black reference curves

originates from the ERA-40

reanalysis (dash-dotted, Rayner

et al. 2003), adjusted for the

RCAO model domain
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From observations, there is indication for a connection

between summer sea ice extent and the atmospheric winter

surface circulation over the North Atlantic and the Arctic,

as monitored by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)

index during certain phases. Long term positive NAO

conditions are associated with anomalously cyclonic

atmospheric circulation over wide Arctic areas, which

forces the sea ice away from the Eurasian and Alaska

coasts (Rigor et al. 2002; Serreze et al. 2007), and leads to

reduced ice concentrations in the outflow regions (Hu et al.

2002). Holland (2003) concurs with that picture, based on

the behavior of the global coupled Community Climate

System Model CCSM2. Testing such a relation for our

RCAO ensemble, we define a NAO index here as the

atmospheric winter surface pressure difference between the

Azores region (outside the RCAO model domain), taken

from the ERA-40 data, and the Iceland area from inside

RCAO’s model domain (Fig. 3a). This simulated NAO

index closely follows the observed one. We find that high

NAO index phases (NAO?) are generally associated with

low summer sea ice extent (Fig. 4) for the period 1980–

2000. The correlation coefficients are -0.58 for RCAO and

-0.46 for ERA-40. Sea level pressure (SLP) and overall

sea ice extent in the ERA-40 reanalysis are considered

especially reliable. Our correlations would likely be less if

calculated for the longer time span 1960–2000, because the

NAO pattern was shifting around 1980 and was less effi-

ciently impacting on Arctic sea ice export before (Hilmer

and Jung 2000). Other observational and model-based

studies often show similar relations, but correlation coef-

ficients cannot be compared directly due to methodical

Fig. 3 a Time series of winter

(JFM) NAO as sea level

pressure difference from the

RCAO ensemble mean (red
line, for more details see text),

ERA-40 reanalysis (black line,

pressure difference, see text)

and Climate Prediction Center

NAO index multiplied by 10

(blue line). See more

information in the text. b Intra-

ensemble standard deviation of

Arctic summer minimum sea ice

extent anomaly. c Arctic

summer minimum sea ice extent

anomaly for the period 1980–

2000. Ensemble simulations and

trends are depicted in red and

observations (Rayner et al.

(2003) full lines, Cavalieri et al.

(2003) dotted lines) are depicted

in black. All observed extent

values are adjusted to the

regional RCAO domain, i.e. sea

ice outside the RCO domain is

omitted

Fig. 4 Summer sea ice extent anomaly versus winter NAO pressure

index, based on September mean ice extents and January–March

winter NAO index mean of the years 1980–2000
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differences. Holland (2003) calculates a correlation

between the leading mode of summer sea ice variability

and a simulated winter NAO-AO index of only 0.14, based

on CCSM2 results. The low value is likely due to dis-

crepancies between simulated and observed ice movement.

A more detailed regression analysis by Holland (2003)

indicates that ice variability in the Siberian sector is con-

sistent with NAO index variability, but is not purely NAO

or AO forced. Similar findings are presented in observa-

tional study of Rigor et al. (2002) and Hu et al. (2002).

A map of the sea ice cover of the ensemble mean and the

ERA-40 reanalysis is given in Fig. 5. A general agreement

can be seen for high ice concentration in the central Arctic

Ocean and a zone of reduced concentrations during sum-

mer (JAS) in the vicinity of the margins. There are devi-

ations in the location of the ice margin. During summer, the

coupled model gives generally too little ice cover in the

Kara Sea and too much coastal ice cover in the Bering and

Eastern Siberian sector. That is a typical feature of a sea ice

model with a single sea ice class such as the current version

of RCO (see e.g. Vancoppenolle et al. 2008). During winter

time (JFM), the coupled simulations give somewhat too

little ice coverage between the islands of Spitsbergen and

Novaya Zemlya. The simulated ice branch along the east

coast of Greenland is thinner than observed, though the

‘‘Is-Odden’’ feature, an eastward hook-like sea ice exten-

sion attributed to interaction of Greenland Sea ocean

circulation and local upwelling, is clearly visible in the

simulations.

Sea ice concentration trends over the 1980s and 1990s

are presented in Fig. 6. Again the general patterns for

summer and winter seasons are well comparable with the

ERA-40 data set. In accordance with the sea ice concen-

tration field (Fig. 5), a lower than observed concentration

trend is seen in the East Siberian sea. However, the very

same area shows the strongest thinning trend (Fig. 7), but a

signal in the ice concentration is prevented by too thick ice.

Observed patterns of thickness trend as a reference for

model development are not available on the Arctic large

scale. Only spatially and temporally limited trends exist

which cannot be used here. Instead, a comparison with the

well validated ocean-ice-standalone model of the Applied

Physics Laboratory APL/University of Washington

(Rothrock et al. 2003) shows a very similar trend pattern

with a maximum off the eastern Siberian coast and an

elongated tongue along the trans-Arctic drift towards Fram

Strait. The ensemble mean sea ice seasonal concentration

trends as presented here are generally not statistically sig-

nificant, based on the results of a t test. This is true for both

the model ensemble and the ERA-40 data set. The reason is

found in a strong interannual variability at the ice edge.

Note that this is not affecting the significance in the overall

Arctic sea ice extent. Contrary to the concentration trends,

the ensemble mean thickness trends are significant in wide

Fig. 5 Mean sea ice

concentration summer (JAS, left
panel), winter (JFM, right
panel) for RCAO (upper panel)
and ERA-40 (lower panel) for

the period 1980–2000
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areas. The overlay contours in Fig. 7 give the 1, 3 and 5%

significance levels based on a simple t test comparing the

means of the years 1980–1989 with 1990–2000. In the next

section we are able to relate the significant thickness trend

to external forcing.

4 Ensemble spread, variability and predictability

In this work we estimate the relative importance of inter-

nally generated variability versus externally forced vari-

ability. Despite almost identical initial conditions, the

ensemble members show substantial differences during

certain periods. As the outside forcing is identical for all

runs, differences must be due to internal Arctic processes.

We start to describe intra-ensemble differences by

selected illustrative examples (differences in decomposi-

tion into empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs), correla-

tions between sea ice thickness and NAO, and the

intra-ensemble standard deviation with its relation to the

NAO) before we explore the ratio of external and internal

variability based on the concept of prognostic potential

predictability (PPP) (Pohlmann et al. 2004). A measure of

the variability generated inside the Arctic is given by the

spread between the ensemble members. The standard

deviation for the summer sea ice extent within the

Fig. 6 Sea ice concentration

trend 1980–2000, summer (left)
and winter (right) for RCAO

(upper panel) and ERA-40

(lower panel). Values in

concentration change per year

(1/year)

Fig. 7 Ensemble mean sea ice

thickness trends for summer

(left) and winter (right) in

cm/year. The time period

covered is 1980–2000. Red
overlay contours indicate

statistical significance levels

of 1, 3 and 5% from the interior

to the outside
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ensemble is given in Fig. 3b. It gives us a glimpse on the

possible role of internal variability within the coupled

Arctic atmosphere-sea ice-ocean system.

A first approach to quantify intra-ensemble differences is

an EOF analysis of each ensemble member. We apply that

method to the SLP fields, which represent a major driving

force for the sea ice. The analysis is carried out individually

for each ensemble member and is thereafter averaged over

the ensemble. The 1st EOF calculated within the RCO model

domain (Fig. 8) is reminiscent of the Arctic oscillation (AO)

pattern in this area (Zhou et al. 2001) with positive ampli-

tudes covering most of the Arctic ocean and the Nordic Seas.

During winter, the explained variance is between 43 and

56% for individual ensemble members. The 2nd EOF

displays an oscillation between the Arctic ocean and the

Nordic Seas and explains variance between 16 and 22%.

This oscillation is often referred to as dipole anomaly (DA)

(Wu et al. 2006). The 3rd EOF gives a tri-pole pattern

between the central Arctic ocean and the North-Eastern

North Atlantic on the one hand side and over the Norwegian

and Barents Sea on the other hand side. The explained

variance during winter is found between 12 and 15%.

All EOFs vary in shape between the four ensemble

members P1–P4. In order to get a quantitative measure of

the ensemble spread, we calculate the standard deviations

within the four EOFs of each order. Before that, each EOF

is multiplied by the square root of the variance of the

respective principal component time series in order to

allow for comparability between the EOFs 1–3. The stan-

dard deviations within the four EOFs (one for each

ensemble member) of each order show little difference

between the orders (0.45 hPa for the 1st order, 0.52 hPa for

the 2nd order, 0.54 hPa for the 3rd order in spatial mean

during winter). Thus, all three EOFs contribute similarly to

intra-ensemble differences in wind driving of ocean and

sea ice, with the 2nd and 3rd EOF contributing somewhat

more that the 1st EOF during winter.

Further differences between the ensemble runs P1–P4

are found for the relation between NAO and sea ice

thickness. It is well established from other studies (e.g.

Polyakov et al. 2003) that a positive NAO index is con-

nected with warmer surface air temperature and less ice in

the Barents and Kara Sea. This leads to a reduced Arctic

ice cover (Serreze et al. 2007). Our model runs give similar

Fig. 8 EOF 1–3 of the winter

(JFM, 1st row) and summer

(JAS, 3rd row) sea level

pressure (SLP) fields as

ensemble mean, and intra-

ensemble standard deviation

(2nd and 4th row), illustrating

the ensemble spread of each

EOF. Numbers for explained

variance in % and mean values

for standard deviations are

given on top of the frames. Note

that the color bars for the

standard deviations differ for

summer and winter
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results as documented for the ice extent in the previous

section. Here we show the correlation between our winter

(JFM) NAO index and the simulated ice thickness during

summer (Fig. 9). A positive NAO is clearly connected with

thinner ice in the wider area between Fram Straits and the

Kara Sea, and along large parts of the Siberian coast.

Furthermore, the positive NAO is connected with thicker

ice in specific regions in the central Arctic and off the

Canada-Alaska coastal region. Maximum correlations around

0.6 are found. The specific shape of the NAO correlation

with the ice thickness varies between the runs P1–P4, but the

general pattern exists in all ensemble members.

A distinct agreement between all simulations and

observations of summer sea ice extent anomaly is seen

during the year 1995 (Fig. 3c) which shows a strong

minimum. Starting 1990, almost each consecutive year

shows a reduced standard deviation (Fig. 3b) and thus

shows a better agreement between the ensemble members.

This temporary trend in the intra-ensemble standard devi-

ation coincides with a longer period of positive NAO index

years (Fig. 3a). This indicates a control of Arctic internal

variability by long term large scale circulation trends,

especially under the specific atmospheric large scale cir-

culation situation of a positive NAO.

An additional reason for the close agreement of all

ensemble members in 1995, possibly related to the positive

NAO phase, is seen in a strong sea ice flushing event

visible in most of the simulations during that year (no

figure). Such strong events leave little room for effects of

internal non-linear processes. Increased sea ice export after

the late 1970s (Hilmer and Jung 2000) is often attributed to

positive NAO situations (Hu et al. 2002).

This multiyear trend in the intra-ensemble standard

deviation during the period 1990–1995 is unique in our

analysis period. Outside this period, no such relation

between the intra-ensemble spread and the NAO index can

be found. Therefore, we search for other SLP patterns

associated with the intra-ensemble spread. We correlate the

time series of summer mean SLP fields with the intra-

ensemble standard deviation (the spread) of sea ice extent

(as shown in Fig. 3b). The correlation pattern for the

ensemble (Fig. 10) shows negative correlations over

the Labrador Sea and in the Nordic Seas, extending into the

Arctic Ocean north of Greenland, and positive correlations

mostly over the Kara Sea. The correlation pattern in Fig. 10

has been generated by extending the spread curve with itself

four times, and by concatenating spring-summer (MJJAS)

mean fields of SLP of the four ensemble runs. Even all

Fig. 9 Correlation between

simulated winter (JFM) NAO

index and summer ice thickness

fields for the years 1980–2000.

Calculations are based on the

predictability runs P1–P4
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individual ensemble members (no figure) show a correlation

gradient between the Nordic Seas and the Kara Sea.

The pressure pattern associated with the correlation

pattern implies a wind anomaly from northern Scandinavia

across the Barents Sea towards Northern Greenland. This

wind anomaly shows similarities to those associated with

the 2nd EOF of SLP (Fig. 8). Both during summer and

winter the wind link between Northern Scandinavia and

Northern Greenland is present as a SLP gradient between

the Nordic Seas and the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 8) with

explained variances between 19 and 23%. We conclude

that the intra-ensemble spread in sea ice extent can be

partially associated with a surface pressure gradient

between the Nordic Seas and the Kara Sea/Laptev Sea.

Strong south-easterly wind anomalies from Scandinavia are

connected with high intra-ensemble spread and vice versa.

Northerly wind anomalies support ice export and favor low

intra-ensemble spread. Our finding is supported by a sim-

ilar 2nd order EOF of SLP in global models found by Wu

et al. (2006) and described as DA. That DA pattern is

associated with a strong influence on sea ice export.

After the above examples of intra-ensemble differences

and their nature, we are now looking for a method to give

us a measure of the system’s predictability, i.e. the

potential for a coupled prediction. The more a system is

determined by the externally forced variability and the

smaller the intra-ensemble spread is, the better are the

possibilities for a prediction, provided the external forcing

is known or it originates from large scale long-term pre-

diction effort with a skill.

The internally generated variability of a model variable

in the Arctic system (‘‘internal variability’’) at any grid

point is assessed by the time average of the standard

deviations within the ensemble (the mean internal vari-

ability MIV):

MIV ¼ 1

N

XN

t¼1

1

M

XM

m¼1

ðxm;t � �xtÞ2
 !1=2

ð2Þ

with xm,t a climate variable of a given ensemble member at

a time t, xt the ensemble average at a time t, M the number

of ensemble members (M = 4 in our case), and N the

length of the time series. The calculation is based on sea-

sonal mean averages varying over 21 years (1980–2000) of

the ERA-40 covered period. The MIV gives a measure of

system ‘‘noise’’ which is inherently unpredictable on long

time scales, although its amplitude can potentially be

reduced under certain large scale circulation conditions, i.e.

by positive NAO situations or by a surface pressure gra-

dient from Nordic Seas to the Kara Sea as described above.

It is unclear at this point to what extent the internal vari-

ability can be reduced or possibly increased by improved

model parameterizations.

The externally driven part of the variability of a model

variable in the Arctic system (‘‘external variability’’)

originates from the lateral forcing at the outer boundaries

of the coupled model and from the top-of-atmosphere

forcing. A similar behavior of the different ensemble

members is interpreted as driven by the outside forcing

with only little influence of internal processes. The external

variability (EV) at any grid point can be assessed by the

standard deviation of the ensemble mean time series.

EV ¼ 1

N

XN

t¼1

ðxE;t � �xEÞ2
 !1=2

ð3Þ

Our calculations are again based on seasonal mean fields

varying over 21 years during the period 1980–2000.

The definitions for internal and external variability

correspond to the formalism of prognostic potential pre-

dictability (PPP) introduced by Phelps et al. (2004) and

Pohlmann et al. (2004) for a global scale analysis and

discussed by Knopf (2006). Pohlmann et al. (2004) esti-

mate the external variance based on a longer reference

simulation, which is not available in our case. Instead we

choose the ensemble average time series at each grid point

as a reference, similar to the approach of Mikolajewicz

et al. (2005) using a ‘common variability’. This must lead

to an underestimation of the external signal, however the

results are not qualitatively affected (no figure).

Analyses of the internal and external parts of the Arctic

variability according to 2) and 2) are applied to sea ice

thickness during summer (Fig. 11) and winter (Fig. 12).

Both internal (left picture in Figs. 11 and 12) and external

variability (center picture in Figs. 11, 12) of ice thickness

Fig. 10 Correlation between intra-ensemble spread of sea ice extent

(Fig. 3b) and sea level pressure (SLP) during spring-summer

(MJJAS). Black contours indicate statistical significance on the 5%

and better levels
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are strongest at the coasts with maximum values in the

Siberian sector and smaller values off the northern

Greenland coast. The central Arctic Ocean shows a small

signal indicating little interannual variability. The relative

importance of external and internal variability is estimated

by the signal/noise (S/N) ratio (Figs. 11, 12c),

S=N ¼ EV

MIV
ð4Þ

with the signal being the external variability and the noise

being represented by the internal variability not controlled

by any forcing. S/N values larger than 1 in Figs. 11 and 12

indicate a stronger influence of external forcing versus

internally generated non-linear chaotic variability. For the

most part the external signal is larger by factors between 1

and 2. Dominating external variability is supportive to

prediction because the Arctic variability can be inferred

from large scale fields. Strong internal variability adds to

the uncertainty of a prediction. Therefore, the S/N ratio is a

measure of the potential of a prediction system, i.e. the

predictability.

When using the formalism above, we are interested in

distinguishing horizontal areas with mostly externally dri-

ven variability from areas with internally dominated vari-

ability. To prove that difference, we test the significance of

S/N ratios greater than unity (one), which indicate a certain

degree of predictability. Ratios smaller than one indicate

only a small influence of external processes and thus low

potential predictability. To consider S/N ratios to be sig-

nificantly controlled by external forcing, we require the

values to exceed the square root of the 90% percentile of

the F-distribution (compare with Neter et al. (1988) for a

derivation of significance for ANOVA (analysis of vari-

ance) experiments). Differences to a similar criterion of

Pohlmann et al. (2004) are due to the different definition of

the signal/noise ratio used here. In our configuration this

translates to a S/N value of at least 1.37. Most of our S/N

illustrations (Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17) show areas

exceeding that value, which allows us to distinguish

between externally forced areas on the one hand side and

areas with a non-significant signal/noise ratio on the other

hand side. The latter indicates an important role for inter-

nally generated variability, which is supported by S/N

ratios smaller than unity (one) in certain regions.

During summer (Fig. 11), the strongest signals in sea ice

thickness are seen in the eastern Siberian, Alaska and

Canada sectors with an additional maximum north of the

Kara Sea. S/N ratios smaller than 1, i.e. ratios connected to

small external interannual variability are dominating in the

Kara Sea, at the ice margins and north and east of

Greenland, indicating importance of internal local coupled

processes at the ice margin and in the Fram Strait area. The

strong externally forced areas (S/N [ 1) fit widely with the

pattern of negative correlation between NAO winter index

and simulated sea ice thickness fields (Fig. 9). This sug-

gests an influence to the NAO large scale forcing on S/N

fields and thus on the predictability of the system, which is

more permanent within our time period of consideration

1980–2000, compared to the NAO’s influence on the

overall Arctic Sea ice extent.

During winter (Fig. 12), the external forcing is domi-

nating the interannual ice thickness variability in most areas,

Fig. 11 Internal (left), external

(center) variability of Arctic

summer (JAS) sea ice thickness

for the period 1980–2000 in cm,

and signal/noise ratio (external/

internal) (right)
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with the strongest S/N ratio in the Kara Sea and off the

western Siberian coast. As in summer, the areas north of

Greenland and large parts of the Greenland Sea show little

external variability and are dominated by internal processes.

The above calculations of the S/N ratio are carried out

based on trend-afflicted time series of sea ice thickness. The

S/N ratios for the de-trended thickness time series are very

much similar to the original trend-afflicted, in shape and

amplitude (no figure). Thus, all the statements above on the

original S/N hold even for the de-trended case. The trend

does not affect the distribution of internally generated and

externally forced interannual variability. In Fig. 13 we

present the S/N ratios for the summer and winter trend.

The S/N ratios for the trend look quite different compared to

the trend-afflicted case: Areas of strong external control are

coinciding with the areas of strongest trend signal and for the

most part even with the high significance area of the trend

(Fig. 7). This is true for both summer and winter. We con-

clude that large scale sea ice thickness trends are attributed

with a high degree of significance to the physical conditions

at the lateral boundaries of our regional model domain.

For the 2-m air temperature (T2M) over the ocean

during winter, the external part of the variability (Fig. 14)

is clearly stronger than the internal part in areas away

from a band along the northern and eastern Greenland coast

and the Greenland Sea. T2M over sea ice is determined by

the ocean/ice surface temperature, which during winter

depends very much on the ice thickness and on the large

scale atmospheric circulation over the ice. This is

explaining the strong dominance of external forcing (rep-

resenting similar behavior of ensemble members) and the

similarity between S/N rations for T2M (Fig. 14) and ice

thickness (Fig. 12) during winter. The general pattern of

T2M total variability (internal ? external variability,

dominated by the external variability in this case) is con-

firmed by the ERA-40 T2M variability (not shown here).

Fig. 12 Internal (left), external

(center) variability of Arctic

winter (JFM) sea ice thickness

for the period 1980–2000 in cm,

and signal/noise ratio (external/

internal) (right)

Fig. 13 Signal/noise ratios for sea ice thickness during winter (left)
and summer (right), based on the trend between 1980 and 2000.

Contour levels are limited to ensure comparability
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Summer total variability is much smaller than winter total

variability in both ERA-40 and in our ensemble. This is

due to ice surface temperature rising to the freezing point

during summer. That process is less subject to large scale

dynamics. It is interesting to note that internal processes

are important in a wide area centered around Fram Strait

with high ice compression (north of Greenland) and ice

export, influencing the Arctic overall ice extent.

Another way of assessing the relative importance of

externally driven variability versus internally generated

variability is the mean locking time fraction defined

according to Knopf (2006). The state of ‘‘locking’’ at a

time t is given when the spread within the ensemble is

lower than a certain limit. More specifically, the spread

expressed by the ratio of L(t) Eq. (2) is required to be

below a certain limit e.

LðtÞ ¼
1
M

PM
m¼1 ðxm;t � �xtÞ2

� �1=2

EV
\e ð5Þ

In contrast to the S/N definition above Eq. (2) no time

averaging for the internal part is carried out. Here we chose

e = 1. The mean locking time fraction (MLTF) is then

given by the sum over all time intervals tlock under that

limit, divided by the length of the time series (N years,

N = 21 in our case):

MLTF ¼ 100

N

XN

n¼1

tlock with tlock ¼
0; LðtÞ� e

1; LðtÞ\e

(
ð6Þ

The MLTF gives the percentage of time intervals with

close ensemble members. Due to not averaging the internal

part in time, this method gives clearer signals in case the

simpler signal/noise method fails. We are utilizing this

method in order to better identify reasons for the existence

of internally dominated areas at the coasts north and east of

Greenland.

Figure 16 shows the MLTF of wind direction for sum-

mer and winter. The winter pattern is clearly showing low

locking time fractions in the rim north of Greenland and

further through Fram Straits and into the Greenland Sea,

indicating a strong role of internally generated wind

direction variability. The horizontal pattern of winter wind

direction locking (Fig. 15) is coinciding with the winter S/

N ratio for T2M (Fig. 14) and thus suggesting a possible

link. Summer locking is generally low over the Arctic

Ocean, its coastal areas and over central Greenland.

Wind direction variability should be related to ice

movement variability. Indeed, S/N ratio patterns of sea ice

velocity (Fig. 16) and sea ice velocity direction (not

shown) both point to internally dominated or at least neu-

tral conditions in most of the Arctic Ocean during summer

and winter. For the ice velocity during winter (Fig. 16,

right hand side), internal dominance is confined close to the

Northern Greenland coast and parts of the Greenland Sea.

V-like shapes for internally controlled area in the ice

thickness variability (Figs. 11, 12) are similarly reproduced

in the ice velocity variability (Fig. 16). We interpret these

similarities as causal links between the variabilities of

wind, ice movement and thickness.

Besides momentum fluxes (via wind), heat fluxes are the

tool for communication between atmosphere, sea ice and

ocean. How do the S/N patterns discussed above translate

Fig. 14 Internal (left), external

(center) variability of Arctic

winter (JFM) 2-m-air

temperature for the period

1980–2000 in K, and signal/

noise ration (external/internal)

(right)
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into S/N fields for heat fluxes? Considering the interannual

variability of heat fluxes from atmosphere to ocean and

atmosphere to sea ice, most components are dominated by

internal variability in the Arctic (no figure). This is due to

many direct influences on the local scale in addition to

large scale circulation impact. Processes on the small scale

affect cloud cover, cloud physics, surface temperatures etc.

Among heat flux components such as longwave radiation,

short wave net radiation and turbulent heat fluxes only the

winter longwave downward radiation (LWD) shows a

considerable structure in the signal/noise ratio for interan-

nual variability (Fig. 17). Very much similar to the T2M

signal/noise ratio (Fig. 14), external control is dominating

along the coast of Norway, Russia and Alaska, while an

area of neutral conditions (i.e. about equal importance of

internal and external variability) is seen off the Canadian

and Greenland coasts. This similarity between T2M and

LWD variability can be understood due to the strong cubic

influence of air temperature on long wave downward

radiation.

For several parameters (T2M, LWD, ice thickness and

direction of wind and ice), we have now seen a dominance

of internal interannual variability in an area covering a

wider coastal strip north of Greenland and in parts of the

Greenland Sea, in many cases (but not in all) close to the

East Greenland coast. This is found mostly during winter.

We hypothesize that the reason for this local dominance is

interplay between the large scale circulation with the

Greenland ice sheet’s orography and katabatic winds aris-

ing from that cold surface orography. The large scale winds

over the central Arctic Ocean are directed towards the

Fig. 16 Signal/noise ratio

(external/internal) for sea ice

velocity variability (upper
panel) and 10 m wind velocity

(lower panel)

Fig. 15 Mean locking time fraction (MLTF) for 10-m wind direction

in degrees for winter (left) and summer (right)
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North Greenland coast and are deflected eastwards when

facing the high rising ice sheet and meeting strong kata-

batic winds. This is illustrated in Fig. 18. The ensemble

mean of winter SLP and surface air flow shows the typical

downhill winds over Greenland and a convergence with the

large scale circulation. For all ensemble members, the

deflection is seen in a coastal band north and east of

Greenland. This phenomenon explains the typical struc-

tures seen in the signal/noise ratios for T2m, LWD, ice

thickness, and in the MLTF of wind direction. The effect of

cold katabatic winds on air temperature at the coast is

obvious. LWD is affected directly by the air temperature.

Ice thickness can be influenced by offshore wind and the

wind direction variability is due to the deflection. In further

support of our hypothesis, Fig. 16 shows generally low S/N

ratios over Greenland during summer and over the north-

eastern Greenland coast. This suggests a dominance of

internal variability in the Greenland surface winds.

5 Summary and discussion

This study explores the relative role of Arctic climate

variability generated internally within the Arctic (‘‘internal

variability’’) and forced variability due to large scale

conditions (‘‘external variability’’). The question is

addressed by analyzing a mini-ensemble of simulations

with the Arctic regional coupled ocean-ice-atmosphere

model RCAO. Analyses are carried out based on monthly

and seasonal means. The variability addressed here is

interannual variability. This regional study give us an

impression of the magnitude of inherently unpredictable

processes and lead to better understanding of limitations of

the Arctic performance in global prediction systems.

Several climate variables and relations relevant for this

study have been validated by comparison with observa-

tions. The seasonal mean fields of sea ice concentration

agree well with observations in large parts of the Arctic.

An empirical relation between sea ice extent and NAO

index has been confirmed in the coupled model: higher

than normal NAO index is associated with reduced sea ice

extent. Furthermore, a positive NAO index is correlated

with a reduced ice thickness at the ice edge and in the

Fig. 17 Internal (left), external

(center) variability of Arctic

winter (JFM) long wave

downward radiation (LWD) for

the period 1980–2000 in W/m2,

and signal/noise ratio (external/

internal) (right)

Fig. 18 Ensemble mean winter sea level pressure (SLP, in hPa) and

wind field in 10 m height. The reference arrow in the lower left

corner represents 10 m/s
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Barents Sea, Kara Sea, East-Siberian Sea and in the

Chukchi Sea. During the analysis period 1980–2000, all

ensemble members show a clear trend towards less ice.

Three out of four ensemble members remarkably resemble

the observed long-term trend of sea ice extent very closely.

Trends are conceptually part of the variability, but the

patterns of influence (external or internal) are only mar-

ginally affected by a trend. This has been demonstrated for

the case of sea ice thickness. Contrary to local sea ice

concentration, the decreasing thickness trend is statistically

significant and to a large degree controlled by external

forcing at the outer boundaries of our regional model

domain. Consequently, the role of internal processes for the

thinning trend is small. We conclude that an Arctic-scale

sea ice thickness trend can be derived with good skill if the

large scale circulation and other physical conditions are

given outside the Arctic.

Under recent climate conditions during the 1980s and

1990s, we find that the external variability is stronger than

the internal variability by a factor of 1–2 for most climate

variables over most parts of the Arctic. A factor of 1

indicates equal importance of internal and external vari-

ability. External variability is naturally strongest close to

the outer domain boundaries where the large scale forcing

is applied, and decreasing towards the center of the model

domain, whereby the Arctic pattern of the different influ-

ences depends very much on the climate variable in

question and the processes determining that variable.

Internal variability can be limited during times. For the

sea ice extent we have shown that robust results in terms of

small differences within the ensemble can be achieved

under the pressuring influence of certain large scale

atmospheric circulation conditions. Such strong depen-

dencies as e.g. between the NAO index and the intra-

ensemble spread hold temporarily only. We have shown

that a strong atmospheric surface pressure gradient anom-

aly between the Nordic Seas and the Kara Sea, as reflected

in the positive phase of our 2nd EOF pattern of winter SLP,

is supportive for a broad spread of simulated overall ice

extents within the ensemble. This gives rise to weak pre-

dictability of sea ice extent. Vice versa, a reversed surface

pressure gradient anomaly increases the predictability of

sea ice extent. The first case is connected to southeasterly

wind anomalies from Northern Scandinavia to Northern

Greenland while the latter case reflects northerly wind

anomalies. Similar to a positive NAO index with its

increased cyclonic circulation component over the Arctic

Ocean, northerly winds from the Arctic Ocean into the

Nordic Seas favor increased sea ice export which con-

strains the ensemble towards more similar sea ice extents

within the ensemble. This view is compatible with the

nature of the Arctic dipole anomaly (DA) as described by

Wu et al. (2006) in an analysis of winter SLP anomalies

north of 70�N and sea ice export in a global coupled model.

Wu et al. (2006) emphasize a strong influence of the DA

(the 2nd EOF of SLP) on sea ice export, which is com-

parable to, or larger than the AO’s (the 1st EOF of SLP)

influence. Similar to our 2nd EOF, centers of action are

located over the Nordic Seas and over the Siberian coastal

area.

Our study addresses Arctic climate system predictability

under the assumption of known large scale circulation

outside a wider Arctic domain. That assumption is cur-

rently academic because the skill in interannual forecast of

the large scale atmospheric circulation is small. This is

especially true for AO/NAO oscillations. Thus we are

asking the question: If we had a perfect multi-year forecast

of the large scale ocean and atmosphere circulation outside

the Arctic, to what extent would we be able to infer Arctic

climate forecasts on a multi-annual timescale? In other

words: what is the uncertainty of the Arctic in an interan-

nual prediction due to Arctic non-linear interactive chaotic

processes? The answer depends on the extent of internally

generated processes, their degree of determinism and the

externally forced variability. Dominance of external vari-

ability supports the task of prediction systems.

Our S/N ratios of two-dimensional Arctic fields, defined

as the ratio of external and internal variability, indicate the

degree of potential predictability of a given variable. From

the S/N ratios we can conclude that on interannual time

scales, the Arctic is far from determined by external pro-

cesses solely. Although externally forced year-to-year

variability is often stronger than internally generated var-

iability, the latter cannot be neglected. In many cases, both

types of variability show the same order of magnitude, or

the internally generated variability is even dominating in

certain areas. Thus, the interannual variability at the Arctic

surface, as represented in our model under climate condi-

tions of the 1980s and 1990s, gives a mixed picture of

predictability with both internally and externally controlled

areas.

Thickness trends are found to be largely externally

forced. This is also true for thickness variability at the

Russian and North American coasts and during summer in

a region north of the Kara Sea. Patterns of external and

internal ice thickness variability are largely agreeing with

results from Mikolajewicz et al. (2005). T2M outside the

region directly north and east of Greenland is externally

dominated, as is ice velocity and wind velocity during

winter in certain areas.

Internal variability is outweighing external variability in

specific areas, identified by low S/N fields. Low S/N ratios

are often found north of Greenland with an extension to the

Fram Strait area and the Greenland Sea. This feature is

especially prominent in the T2M and LWD winter S/N

fields. In some cases, that shape extends to a V-like
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signature of low S/N in the central Arctic. Mostly, but less

than always, these areas of relatively strong internal vari-

ability are connected to both low absolute internal and

external variability.

A major reason for large areas of internally dominated

variability north and east of Greenland is seen in the

interaction between katabatic winds arising from the

Greenland ice sheet and the large scale air circulation.

Eastward deflection of large scale winds in the area in

question and erratic components in the behaviour of cold

katabatic winds at the surface of the Greenland ice sheet

provide an explanation for internally caused interannual

variability in surface air temperature, long wave downward

radiation and wind direction. Erratic behavior of Greenland

winds in our model is documented by internally dominated

wind direction variability. The picture of strong sensitivity

of katabatic winds to both large scale processes and small

scale locally important processes with little relation to large

scale processes is confirmed by high resolution simulation

studies over Greenland. Klein et al. (2001) note a strong

sensitivity of occurrence of katabatic flows to e.g. the

representation of local cloud physics.

Summarizing the origins of internal variability, we have

identified the state of the DA to be either supportive or

depressant for the overall Arctic sea ice extent internal

variability. On the other hand side, erratic Greenland winds

are likely responsible for internally controlled areas north

and east of Greenland. Currently it remains unclear if these

two processes are interconnected. This needs to be subject

to further research.

Differences in sea ice extent between different ensemble

members and between ensemble members and observations

amount to up to 700,000 km2 (Fig. 3). This is the order of

magnitude of the 2007 summer sea ice anomaly, indicating

that such a strong anomaly might not be captured by a

single forecast model run. Clearly, ensemble runs are

necessary to capture the probability of a strong anomaly. In

a warming climate with thinning ice cover, we speculate

that local ice-atmosphere interplay modifies the effects of

large scale forcing and might even be more important than

during the 1980s and 1990s. This points to an even more

interannually unpredictable system in the transition period

towards less summer ice.

The amount of internally generated variability naturally

depends on the size of the model domain. A smaller

domain would prevent more of the internal variability and

give increased predictability. This is indicated by com-

parison between different domain sizes of Arctic atmo-

sphere models compiled within the Arctic Climate Model

Intercomparison Project ARCMIP (Rinke et al. 2000).

Mikolajewicz et al. (2005) present coupled model experi-

ments in a configuration with a global ocean model and a

regional atmosphere model in a domain larger than

RCAO’s. In a four member ensemble, one member is

passing a bifurcation point with the consequence of sup-

pressed deep convection in the Labrador Sea. In our RCAO

setup, no thresholds have been passed that could have

triggered a different climate state. No bifurcations are seen

in the RCAO ensemble, which is likely due to our smaller

model domain.

No major regional warming events have been generated

in our experiments. Bengtsson et al. (2004) suggest non-

linear processes to be responsible for the formation of a

self-maintaining low atmospheric pressure anomaly

explaining the ‘‘early warming’’ in the 1930s and 1940s.

No such persisting anomaly was found in our runs. We

speculate this could be either due to too short analysis

periods (4 times 23 years), or again, due to a too small

model domain, which limits consequences of the Arctic

internally generated variability.

Our results concerning predictability depend on a single

model set-up for the ensemble runs. Further work will test

the robustness of our findings with respect to the model

configuration. Major remaining questions are the depen-

dence of results on sea ice parameterizations and cloud-

radiation formulations. It will also be interesting to test our

findings under a generally warmer climate with thinner sea

ice, and with higher numerical resolution of interaction

processes.
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